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E. P. Unny
E. P. Unny or Ekanath Padmanabhan
Unny, is a political cartoonist in
India. He is a science graduate, has
studied physics at the University in
the Indian state of Kerala. He hails
from the Ekanath Family of Elapully,
Palakkad.

His first cartoon was published in
Shankar’s Weekly in 1973. He became a professional
cartoonist in 1977 withTheHindu. E. P. Unny has worked
with the Sunday Mail, The Economic Times and is now
the Chief Political Cartoonist with The Indian Express
Group.

He has drawn and written graphic novels in Malayalam
and a travel book on Kerala—Spices and Souls: A doodler’s
journey through Kerala. He has been doing graphic shorts
in Malayalam literary journals as early as the 1990s. He
has also written Santa and the Scribes: The Making of Fort
Kochi, which was published in 2014. Business as Usual is
another book which is a collection of his cartoons.

E.P. Unny, visited our campus during the first week of
December 2019, stayed here for a week, interacted with
our staffers and went on sketching the campus. Some of
the sketches he created during his visit are presented in
this link: Sketches by Unny

(The bio and picture of Unny, courtsey Wikipedia.)

http://river-valley.com/sketches.html
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Epilog

◦ The content that Sayahna includes in these Phone PDFs are
those that can be read in under thirty to forty minutes.
Computers or Desktop applications are not necessary for
reading them.

◦ The PDFs are made available in beautiful, rich formats and
can be easily read from your smart phones. They are
customized to adhere perfectly with the dimensions of your
phone screen.

◦ Most smartphones these days are equipped with in-built
readers for PDF content. However, the free Adobe Acrobat
Reader application offers the best reading experience. We
would recommend that you install Adobe readers in your
phones and use them for reading our content.

◦ Anybody who is interested in open access publishing and
want to submit their work to Sayahna may do so by mailing
it to <info@sayahna.org>. The work could be anything
from stories, memoirs, articles, interviews, movie reviews,
poems, plays, sketches or paintings; the only stipulation
being that they should be succint enough to be read under
thirty to sixty minutes.

◦ Sayahnawelcomes all your thoughts on our efforts! Youmay
either mail them to <info@sayahna.org> or post them under
the Comments section in this web page. We eagerly await
your feedbacks and hope to derive from them the necessary
impetus to drive Sayahna to new heights.

Sayahna Foundation, jwra 34, Jagathy, Trivandrum 695014
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